
 

 

 

Predator X35 

HYPER IMMERSION 

 35" WQHD (3440 x 1440) 21:9 aspect ratio 

 NVIDIA® G-SYNC® Ultimate provide tear-free gaming & expanded contrast ratio and color palette  

 VESA Certified Display™ 1000 

 Fast 200Hz Refresh rate 2ms G to G response Time 

 512 zones dynamic controlled backlight  

 Curved 1800R & ZeroFrame design form factor 

 Quantum Dot Technology& 90% DCI P3 

 Light it up with RGB Light Sense & RGB Light sense-LOL 

 

 



 

In a continuing effort to improve the quality of our products, information in this document is subject to change without notice. Images shown are only representations of some of the configurations available for this model. 
Availability may vary depending on region. 
As a phenomenon known to thin-film transistors (TFTs), liquid crystal displays (LCDs) commonly exhibit a small number of discoloration dots, as so-called "non-conforming pixels." This phenomenon is a limitation of TFT LCD 
technology, not a product defect, and as such is not covered by Acer's warranty. 
© 2015. All rights reserved. 
Intel, Intel Core, Core Inside, Pentium, and Pentium Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. 

 

We named our line of gaming products after a fierce hunter – the Predator. We design gear for serious gamers – members 

of what we call the Predator tribe. Every member of our tribe has the soul of a warrior on the path to battle. We each bear 

the mark of our deadly mission. Our ancestors painted their bodies with dirt and blood to strike fear into the hearts of their 

enemies and rally comrades to battle. We draw inspiration from these intimidating marks. The symbol of the Predator tribe 

represents loyalty, power and ferocity. Use it wisely. Embolden your tribe and demoralize the enemy. Lead us to victory 

Product views 1. 35”21:9 display 
2. Power button / OSD button 
3. ZeroFrame Design 

4. Height adjustment  
5. Swivel 

 

Color Black/Dark silver 

Dimensions and 
weight 

Dimensions:  
83.30x45.05~58.05x30.90cm 

Weight:  
13.39KG 

Size 35”(21:9) 

Active display area 819.41x345.89mm 

Maximum resolution Normal mode:  
HDMI: 3440 x 1440 @ 100 Hz 
DP: 3440 x 1440 @ 180 Hz 

90% DCI-P3  VA Panel Mercury free, environment friendly 

Response time 2ms (G to G) 

Brightness Native 600nits, HDR1000 mode: peak 1000nits 

Viewing angle (CR=10) 178°(H),178°(V) 

Colors 1.07B 

Bits 10Bit 

Input signal HDMI(2.0) + DisplayPort(1.4) + SPK + Audio out + USB Hub 3.0x3 (1up 3down) 

Speakers 4W x2 

VESA Wall mounting 100X100mm 

Power supply 
(100V-240V) 

External adapter 

Power Consumption 
(ENERGY STAR) 

Off: 
0.5W 

Sleep: 
0.5W 

On: 
64.1W 

Support NVIDIA G-SYNC™ ULTIMATE technology,  

ErgoStand Tilt 
-5°~ 25° 
Swivel 
+/- 30°  

Height adjustment 

 130mm 
Pivot 
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Overclocking mode: 
DP: 3440 x 1440 @ 200 Hz (overclocking mode for G-Sync 

only) 


